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Paper!: chose the best answer:

1. When water evaporates, some molecules escape. Which molecules escape?
A. the molecules at the bottom of the liquid with less energy than others
B. the molecules at the bottom of the liquid with more energy than others
C. the molecules at the surface with less energy than others

the molecules at the surface with more energy than others

2. A substance is heated at a steady rate. It changes from a solid to a
liquid, and then to a gas. The graph shows how its temperature
changes with time. Which parts of the graph show a change of state
taking place?

A. P and R
B. P and S£... QandR
V QandS

temperature

3. Thermometer X is held above an ice cube and thermometer Y is held the same distance below the ice cube. After
several minutes, the reading on one thermometer changes. The ice cube does not melt. Which thermometer reading
changes and why?

thermometer X"'-
\

icaCUba{J

thermometer Y

ihermometer reason

A- X cool air rises from the ice cube

B X· warm air rises from the ice cube

@ y cool air falls from the ice cube

D y warm air falls from the ice cube
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4. The graph shows the change in temperature of a material as it is heated. Which part on the graph shows when the
material is boiling?

temperature

B

time

5. The diagram shows a block of ice placed in a warm room.At which point is the temperature the lowest?

A

B

c

table ~'->< /' V
./ /~c:C . (7

6. The diagram shows a refrigerator. The cooling unit is placed at the top. The cooling unit cools the
air near it. What happens to the density of this ~ir as it cools and how does it move?

cooling unit den sity of the air movement of the air

A decreases moves down

B decreases stays where it is

I~ increases moves down

D increases stays where it is
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7. A sample of a solid is heated for 12 minutes and its temperature noted every minute" The results are shown b the
table.

-
timeimin 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11--'-,
temoeranrez sc 11.5 16,1 22.1 31.0 31.1 31.1 31..1 31.3 45.) 052 66.2 66.3 I.1..

'-1
12 I--I

00.3 J
How should the sample be described at the end of the 12 minutes?
A. all solid
® in the process of melting
C. all liquid
D. in the process of boiling

8. A liquid is left in an open dish. After several days there is less liquid in the dish. Which statemen t explains this?
A. The least energetic molecules leave the surface and escape into the air.
B. The least energetic molecules leave the surface and return.
rc:J The most energetic molecules leave the surface and escape into the air.
¥. The most energetic molecules leave the surface and return.

9. In an experiment, some of a substance changes from a liquid to a gas. The temperature of the remaining liquid
changes because of this. What is the name for this change of state and how does the temperature change?

change of state how temperature changes

A condensation decreases

B condensation increases

@ evaporation decreases

~D evaporation increases

/
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Paper2:

An immersion heater is put into some crushed ice at 0 "C. The immersion heater is switched on.

insulating _ ___....
beaker

l\'+.AI'>4--imrnersion healer

I~'l---crushed ice

Fig. 5.1

a. On Fig. 5.2, sketch the graph of temperature against time, up to the time when all the ice has melted.

100
temperature foe

time

04-----~~----~
I

time when
all ice has

melted

o

Fig. 5.2

b. The heater is left switched on after all the ice has melted, and the temperature rises.
After some time, the temperature stops rising, even though the heater is still on.

i. Suggest why the temperature stops rising, even though the heater is still on.

...............h.eat ..~ ~ ..he.4..k...0....l)5..t;;.d. ...~!t:I.....6;;;.i.U(.J3 .

...................w..4!.~.: ~.~er.i!.5.Vff.l(~~d...:7? ~.Io.~E..~ .
ii. State what happens to the energy received by the water whilst this is happening .

.....................&J.cd-ec.:..m'O!.~~~ ..~r.! ...if1A~...amomi. ..9f. .

............en.e.r&3.....15...escap.-e.....rJAa.J ...chCf(!je ../1-s ..s.hde.: .
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